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Follow Chigo; her mother, Komochi; and their teacher, Marti; as they are amazed, entertained, and

inspired while learning violin basics. Who are these strange, temperamental, and colorful helpers?

Anything can happen (and does!) when the "Saints of Sound" ask the animals of the world to help

human children. While learning Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, we discover that it's easier to learn while

having a good time. With lots of happy practice, Chigo learns beautiful body balance and beautiful

tone. Could it be that having animal teaching assistants is a good idea? Who knew that learning the

violin basics could be so much fun? www.shackfordviolinstudio.com
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Wonderfully childish, and very helpful. The first four chapters seemed extra long to me and had

nothing to do with playing violin and only animals chatting together. Buy the book and tell your

student's parents to start reading the book at the start and preview the boring chapters, then start

reading to you child at the chapter that is relevant to them.

This charming book, written by master Suzuki teacher Martha Shackford, will capture the

imaginations of young violinists and their parents as they learn to play the violin with the Suzuki

method. Filled with heart and humor, each chapter guides the reader through an important aspect of

violin technique and also chronicles the journey of learning to work together within the triangular

energy of parent, student, and teacher. The beautiful illustrations of the animals will be a treat for



the students and the parents alike. I was truly moved by the care and sensitivity captured in every

word. I strongly recommend this book for parents, and I believe that it will provide entertainment,

information, and spark reflection for all that are involved in the Suzuki journey.

A Violin Surprise is the perfect book for any young violin student. Through the adventures of Chigo,

and her animal friends we are guided through the violin basics, all with plenty of humor and joy. The

language is kind and joyous and bursting with plenty of color. And the wonderful illustrations provide

a perfect companion to the engaging story. I think this book shows that learning music can and

should be a fun and loving experience- that can profoundly alter children's characters. Truly and

wonderful book, a worthwhile read for young violinists and their parents.

A wonderful and detailed book that mirrors the Suzuki Philosophy and "Nurtured by Love". This

book is useful in so many different ways to enhance your Suzuki Studio. Not only does it reinforce

teaching points in a fun and creative way, it also can serve as material for lessons, group class and

parent education. I love how this is child friendly as well. The way the stories are put together are

fun for children and the illustrations are wonderful!

A uniquely creative approach to helping children and parents understand the important steps that

lead to beautiful violin playing! Martha Shackford shares her joyful spirit on every page engaging the

creative mind and encouraging us all to use our creativity to fill our lives with music, joy and

learning!

This book is a must have! The story goes side by side with what happens at every lesson with your

kid/s.
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